Jan 5, 1944

Mr. Russell - V. Pres
The Ohio Chem. & Mfg Co.
60 E. 42nd St.
N.Y., N.Y.

Dear Mr. Russell:

Thank you for your letter of Dec 27. Many things have happened since I last heard from you.

To begin with I have finished my internship and am now instructor in Pharmacology in the U. of Pa. Medical School. To cut this short I have just received word that I go on active duty in the Army Medical Corps about February 1st.

Other recent happenings of which you may know are the development and of the small hood for oxygen therapy designed for attachment to the oxygen tent air conditioning machine. This description of this hood has been accepted for publication by the J.A.M.A. The Army and Navy have found out about it from Dr. A.L. Richards of the National
Research Council's Department of Medical Affairs and claim considerable interest. The book is under the control of the National Research Council which will find a manufacturer. I suggested this as the logical organization, since it manufactures the test machines. This suggestion met with approval and the rest remains to be seen. Mr. Clark apparently is handling this.

Further, a new type suit requested by the Navy proper has been submitted and approved. I am waiting for material to make the working model for their final approval. As you know, only Wooley's crew have been completely satisfied with the Unit # II B.
Jan 5, 1947

Since I am about to leave for the Army, I would like to settle my affairs with Ohio Chemical Co. in better order than they have been. For the past year and a half, the diving suit called TB has been sold to the Dept. of Strategic Service, to Commander Coalage and in smaller numbers to other organizations. I would like an accounting of the Royalties due me with the purpose of settling our account then. Would you pass this request on to the responsible individual or tell me to whom I should write?

Best regards,

Dwight

[Signature]